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Social influences on household location, mobility and activity choice in integrated micro-simulation models

Spatial attributes mediating regional carrying capacity for office firm sectors: a stochastic frontier approach
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Location and Accessibility Mediated Influences on Office Firm Closure Rates: A Proportional Hazard Model

Location-type choice for face-to-face social activities and its effect on travel behavior

Making our mobility more intelligent- A framework of a personalized multimodal traveller information system
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Measuring the quality of urban environments: a need-based micro-simulation approach

Modeling households activity participation decisions in a rule-based system of travel demand

Modeling the evolution of cognitive representation of urban networks: key concepts and mechanisms
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Primary and secondary effects of teleworking policies on household energy consumption
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Route choice behavior of individuals: a case study in retail districts of Eindhoven
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The Effects of Travel Related Changes on Households' Dynamic Budget Allocation Decisions
U4IA: Emerging urban futures and opportune repertoires of individual adaptation: program overview
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